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Abstract
In this paper, we present a time marching method for
simulating signal propagation in power line networks
loaded with non-linear devices. This method does not
suffer from late time instabilities, since the time marching
equations are obtained and stabilized in the Z-domain.

1. Introduction
The use of power lines for providing telecommunication
services has attracted considerable interest due to the
economic benefit resulting from the use of installed
infrastructure. However, in-home power line networks are
one of the most challenging media because the multipath
effect over signal propagation is higher than in other
networks (i.e. medium voltage), and non-linear behavior is
introduced by devices connected to the power lines, which
is often seen as dependence on time of the channel transfer
function [1].
Hence, significant effort has been devoted to simulate
power line networks in order to test the performance of
different
communication
protocols.
Nonetheless,
simulations presented in the literature are based either on
the linear periodic time variant (LPTV) model [2]–[5],
which is an approximation of the non-linear nature of
power line networks and it was validated up to 30 MHz [6],
or on linear time invariant models [7], [8].
It is important to mention that current broadband power
line communication (PLC) standards work up to 50 MHz
for IEEE 1901 [9] and 80 MHz for G.hn 9960 [10].
Therefore, simulations of power lines networks with nonlinear loads above 30 MHz based on the LPTV model may
not be suitable.
In this paper, we extend the stable time marching (TM)
method proposed in [11], which has been validated against
FDTD, to simulate power line networks. Note that TM is
able to capture the frequency dependence of the power
lines and does not require any approximation of the nonlinear loads.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
formulation of the TM equations and the required
modifications for achieving a stable simulation. Section 3

presents a simulation example. Finally, conclusions are
given in Section 4.

2. Time marching equations
Consider that power line networks can be modelled as
distributed multiport passive networks where each port
may be connected to a source or load, such as the circuit
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. System with linear and nonlinear devices
connected through a passive and distributed network.
In order to obtain the TM equations, the following
methodology is applied:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the desired input and output variables.
Calculate the matrix transfer function.
Cast the equations into the Z-domain and discrete
time domain.
Analyze the Z-domain equations and their
discrete time domain counterpart in search of
potential instability sources.

For the first step, we chose the variables in a way that the
source admittances could be included into the multiport
network. This leads to using (i) admittance parameters for
representing the multiport network, and (ii) Norton
equivalent of the voltage sources. This also allows to

represent the currents due to non-linear devices as sources
whose impact will be explained later.

The Norton currents in time domain are obtained from
applying Equation 5 to Equation (3), as follows:

The relation between the Norton sources and the port
voltages in the circuit of Figure 1 is given in the Fourier
domain by:
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where 𝐋(𝑗𝜔) is a matrix that contains the admittance of the
linear loads, which is defined as follows:
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and the Norton currents, with the currents due to non-linear
devices, are defined as:
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where Vsi  j  and I i  j  are the Fourier a counterparts
of the source voltages and port currents in shown in Figure
1, respectively.
The second step is straightforward and it is done by solving
Equation (1) for the port voltages:
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Then, the following identity [11]
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is used to cast Equation (4) to the Z-domain, as follows:
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Thus, each voltage port can be rewritten as:
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And the discrete time domain counterpart is given by:
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where the current through a nonlinear device is represented
using a nonlinear operator ℋ [12].
There are several aspects that are worth mentioning at this
point:
(i) It can be seen from the Equation (8) that all the voltage
port equations are coupled;
(ii) Every variable calculated through deconvolution is a
potential source of instability [13];
(iii) The presence of nonlinear operators forces to perform
a deconvolution to solve the current in the right side of
Equation (8), or similarly, a division in Equation (7).
The first aspect can be addressed if delayed causality is
considered, provided that every distributed system has a
delay between the input and output ports [14]. This means
that all the terms 𝑎𝑗𝑚 (𝑡0 ) with 𝑗 ≠ 𝑚 in Equation (8) are
equal to zero. Hence, the voltage port equations can be
decoupled as long as delayed causality is enforced.
The second and third aspects mean that Equation (8) with
j  k , will involve one deconvolution if delayed causality
is enforced. Otherwise, there will be a deconvolution for
each non-linear device. Thus, the deconvolution kernel will
be a jj  ti  or in the Z-domain, Ajj  z  .
In order to ensure stability of a time marching
deconvolution, its kernel must be minimum phase [11].
Hence, it is mandatory to replace Ajj  z  and a jj  ti  by
their minimum phase versions.

3. Example
Consider the topology shown in Figure 2. The transmission
lines are formed by two parallel coated wires. The inner
conductor radius is 4 mm, the wire coating thickness is 2
mm, and the distance between the two wires is 12 mm. The
conductivity of the wires is 6.0 × 107 S/m, whereas the
conductivity and relative permittivity of the coating are
1.70 × 10-6 S/m and 3.19, respectively. The line lengths are:
S1  5 m, S2  20 m, S3  15 m, S4  10 m and S5  8
m.
The source vs1 represents the mains voltage with a peak
voltage of 339.41 V at 50 Hz. The source vs2 is composed
of two sinusoidal tones at 35 and 37 MHz with peak
amplitudes of 100 mV. This allows the presence of
intermodulation terms in the simulation.
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Figure 2. Four port network.
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where  f  9.85376 µs, c jo  28.173 pF, v jo  0.507 v
and m  0.318 .

In addition, the source vs2 is meant to represent a PLC
modem with a 50 Ω load output resistance. However, real
life modems are equipped with a PLC coupler, which is
represented by an impedance Z c given by:

Zc 

where 𝐼𝑠 = 10.9774 nA, 𝜂 = 1.78 and 𝑣𝑡 = 25 mV and
vd  t  is defined under passive condition. The diode
capacitances are given by:
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The resulting equation system that comes from the
interaction between Equation (8) and the node voltages
(shown in Figure 3) was solved by applying the Newton
method. The equation system is not shown for the sake of
brevity.
Finally, the transfer functions in A  j  were sampled up
to 40 MHz with 8193 samples and a33  ti  was replaced by

where C  2.2 µF and L  100 nH. The capacitor blocks
the mains voltage whereas the inductance represents the
effect of the decoupling transformer [15]. Hence, the low
and high cutoff frequencies of the coupler are respectively
1.44 kHz and 79.57 MHz. Note that the load at the Port 4
represents a PLC receiver.

its minimum phase to achieve stability. It is important to
mention that for a similar topology, the method of [11]
requires about four million samples in the frequency
domain to avoid time aliasing.

It is important to mention that the non-linear behavior
perceived by PLC signals is mostly due to the full wave
rectifier in the input stage of devices in-home
environments, with no Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
filter [16]. It is also claimed that the circuitry after the
rectifier does not play an important role in the overall nonlinear behavior [16]. Thus, we chose a full wave rectifier
loaded with an RC circuit as the non-linear device, which
is depicted in Figure 3.

The port currents were calculated by:
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Figure 3. Full wave rectifier with diode capacitances.
The rectifier load parameters are RL  512 and
CL  100 µF. The diodes are modeled with the following
equation:
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and are shown in Figure 4. Then, the current i4  t  was
used to calculate the power received by the “PLC modem”,
whose spectrogram is shown in Figure 5. Note that i4  t  is
very large at the beginning due to the initial charge of the
rectifier load.

It can be seen in Figure 5 that the intermodulation terms
appear when the diodes start or stop conducting, for
instance, at approximately 13.23 ms and 15.48 ms,
respectively. This can be seen better with a comparison
between the spectra obtained during the deactivation of the
diodes and their normal conducting operation, which is
shown in Figure 6. Note that a strong non-linear effect can
be appreciated.
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4. Conclusions
A suitable method for simulating non-linear effects on
power lines has been presented. It provides stable
simulation results and requires less samples than other
stable time marching methods [11].

Figure 4. Port currents.

Figure 5. Power in dBm received in the 50 Ω load at port
four.

Figure 6. Power spectra at two different times.
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